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Astronaut Garrett Reisman tells an incredible story 
of quick thinking and problem solving while he was 
on a spacewalk to install a new antenna on the 
International Space Station. Once the antenna was 
attached to the boom extension arm it needed to be 
plugged in quickly to power the internal heater circuits. 
Everything was going according to plan, but when 
trying to plug in the antenna heater, the connectors 
would not fit together. No matter how hard he tried to 
push on the two halves of the connector they would 
not fully seat and click into place. 

With only a few minutes to spare before the 
multimillion-dollar antenna would freeze in the 
subzero temperatures of low earth orbit, Garrett came 
up with a plan. He knew that the sun would soon be 
back in view as the space station continued in its orbit. 
When the sun’s rays peaked around the edge of the 
earth below, he held the receiver side of the connector 
out in the sunlight, while shading the other half inside 
his glove. The heat from the sunlight caused the 
receiver half of the connector to expand allowing the 
two pieces to finally clicked securely together. 

Most of us will never experience the thrill of problem 
solving at that extreme level but reading the clues and 
nailing down a difficult intermittent problem in record 
time can sure feel like it. The following vehicle studies 
highlight key points to remember when working 
through the diagnostic repairs that come into the 
shop every day. 

Frozen Sequoia
Let’s kick things off with a 2008 Sequoia with an 
unusual HVAC issue. The air conditioning and blower 
had abruptly stopped working on this SUV. The 
settings last selected on the HVAC control panel were 
displayed, but the system didn’t operate and the 
settings couldn’t be changed.

The scan tool was able to communicate with the HVAC 
control module, and two codes were found. However, 
both were solar sensor faults that will display any time 
codes are pulled with the vehicle indoors and weren’t 
related to the current problem.

Maybe the HVAC was just stuck in an endless loop 
and needed to be reset. But that didn’t turn out 
to be the case. Disconnecting the battery cable 
and allowing the capacitors to discharge made no 
difference; it was still stuck. 

The 
techni-
cian’s first 
thought 
was that 
the con-
trol panel 
must 
be bad, 
but he 
knew that 
thinking 
would 
likely get 
him into 
trouble. 
At this 
point he 
decided to go over the wiring diagrams to get a clear 
picture of the whole HVAC system. 

Toyota calls the HVAC control module the A/C 
Amplifier, and it has multiple input sensors and 
output controls. The front control panel is connected 
to the Amplifier with a single-wire LIN bus. It was 
clear that there were a lot of possibilities of what 
could be wrong. A failed input sensor may be bringing 

Sequoia HVAC Control Panel

Sequoia Cabin Filter
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down the module, or perhaps wiring damage in the 
dashboard somewhere as there was evidence of 
rodents in the cabin air filter. 

The technician was mentally preparing himself for 
a long drawn-out battle with this Sequoia, when he 
noticed something on the wiring diagram that gave 
him pause. A small component he overlooked at first: 
the Rear A/C Control Assembly. 

He believed in always starting with the easiest to 
access components when looking for an input or 
network problem, and the rear controller would be 
the easiest place to start. The rear controller was 
on the back of the center console and was easy to 
overlook, but right away he could see an issue. The 
‘LO’ button appeared to be pressed in further than 
the rest of the buttons. Upon further inspection it was 
clear that a liquid had been spilled onto the control 
panel as all the buttons were hard to press and would 
stick in various positions. 

The buttons on the rear control pad work as 
momentary switches which should return to a rest 
state after being pressed once. The rear controller is 
also connected to the AC Amplifier by LIN, and having 
a button being stuck in the ON position froze the 
logic in the module. A generous amount of contact 
cleaner was able to free the sticky buttons and normal 
operations were restored to the air conditioner, 
blower motor, and display. 

Thinking about the complete HVAC system, instead of 
focusing only on the current symptoms allowed the 
tech to diagnose the Sequoia quickly, prevented hours 
of lost time tearing apart the dashboard, and kept 
unnecessary parts from being installed. Also, keeping 
an open mind about the clues that are discovered is 
essential. After finding the rodent debris in the cabin 

filter, it would have been easy for the tech to become 
solely focused on wiring damage in the dash, leading 
him down a deep dark rabbit hole. 

Lexus No Start
Tracking down a no start can be a difficult proposition, 
especially when the vehicle only acts up once every 
couple of weeks. This was the case for a 2007 Lexus 
ES350 that was brought into the garage for an 
intermittent no crank no start. 

The owner of the Lexus described the frustrating 
symptoms. Occasionally, when he tried to start his 
vehicle by pressing the push start switch nothing 
would happen. This happened very randomly and 
after several attempts the engine would finally start 
and operate normally. He also stated that a couple 
times the engine had started, but after one or two 
seconds it would stall. 

The technician started with a battery test and 
checking the terminals and starter connections. He 
also confirmed that the shift linkage was fine on the 
transmission, and nothing was restricting the cable 
from moving fully into the park position.

After the basic under hood checks and a health check 
of all the modules turned up no clues, the technician 
went through service information for any relevant 
documents. The search was fruitful and turned up 

Rear HVAC Control Panel

L-SB-0161-08

November 11, 2008
Technical Service Information Bulletin

Smark Key Intermittent No Crank/No Start
Service Category Vehicle INterior
Section Theft Deterrent/Keyless Entry
Market USA

Applicability

YEAR(S) MODEL(S) ADDITIONAL INFO.

2007-2008 ES350, GS350, 
GS450H, LS460

2006-2008 IS350

2008 LS600H

Introduction
Some customers may experience a no crank condition 
or a start and immediate stall condition when starting 
the engine using the "Push Start" switch. A new "Push 
Start" switch is now available to address this concern.

Smart Key Service Bulletin
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a Lexus service bulletin, number L-SB-0161-08 for a 
Smart Key Intermittent No Crank/No start. 

The tech verified that the bulletin applied to this 
vehicle by checking the VIN number against the table 
in the bulletin. The bulletin fit the symptoms exactly, 
even describing the possibility of the engine starting 
and then immediately stalling. The corrective measure 
was to install an updated Push Start switch, part 
number 89611-30020. 

The owner of the vehicle was an older gentleman and 
a retired GM auto technician. He was quite skeptical 
of all the new technology that was on vehicles now, 
twenty years after he retired. He was skeptical that 
the switch would fix his non starting issues. He 
wanted to wait on the repair to see if it got worse. 

Worse it did get, and finally his stubborn resistance 
subsided. We ordered the updated part from a Lexus 
dealer and installed it. After a week the owner called 
to report the symptoms hadn’t recured and that he 
considered the problem fixed. 

One installation note for the push start switch is to be 
very gentle with the dash and use only plastic panel 
tools. There was a Lexus service campaign for several 
models and year ranges for dash boards issues of 
cracking and becoming soft in direct sunlight. So, use 
great care, and don’t replace the switch right after the 
vehicle has been sitting in the sun for hours. 

In this case, while the updated Push Start switch 
was not a guaranteed repair, all the clues pointed to 
it correcting the issue. The alternative was starting 

Push Start switch

the vehicle with multiple pieces of testing equipment 
attached potentially for weeks before tracking the 
problem down to the Push Start switch. 

Rough Running 4-Runner
A Toyota 4-Runner with a 3.4L V6 came in for a 
flashing check engine lamp and running rough at 
times. This SUV had been to the shop many times and 
was well cared for, but it did have 297K miles on the 
odometer. The vehicle ran fine during the road test, 
but the check engine light was displayed. 

The tech found a P0304 (cylinder #4 misfire) using 
the Techstream to pull codes. The freeze frame data 
for the misfire fault contained a couple interesting 
clues. The Mode 02 data showed the vehicle was fully 
warmed up with a coolant temperature of 190°F, 
and that the engine had just been started, since the 
run time was only 121 seconds. These were valuable 
pieces of data and the told the technician that the 
misfire was present after a hot soak condition. He 
knew that these same conditions would need to be 
recreated to have the best chances of finding this 
intermittent misfire. 

2000 4Runner
5VZ-FE

Input VIN

Freeze Frame Data
P0304 Cylinder 4 Misfire Detected

Trouble Codes

Data List

Active Test

Monitor

Utility

Dual Data List

Parameter Value Unit

CALC Load 22.74 %

Engine SPD 584 rpm

Coolant Temp 190 F

Intake Air 97 F

IDL SIG ON

Vehicle SPD 0 MPH

Short FT #1 -0.04 %

Long FT #1 0.74 %

FUEL SYS #1 0L

FUEL SYS #2 UNUSED

FC IDL OFF

Starter SIG OFF

A/C SIG OFF

PNP SW OFF

Stop Light SW ON

PS Oil Press SW OFF

PS Signal ON

FC TAU OFF

Engine Run Time 121 sec

Mode 02 Freeze Frame Data
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The ignition wires and spark plugs had recently been 
replaced, so the suspicion was initially placed on 
the fuel injectors. A lab scope was connected to the 
vehicle using a pulse sensor on the fuel pressure 
regulator vacuum port, and the control side of the 
cylinder one fuel injector. 

The engine was run until it was at operating 
temperature and then shut off. With the hood shut, 
the vehicle was left to heat soak for 15 minutes. Upon 
restarting the engine, the misfire was present and the 
following scope capture was collected. With five full 

Pulse Sensor on Fuel Pressure Regulator Sync Channel on Fuel Injector #1

Injector Waveform
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engine revolutions on the screen a repetitive pattern 
emerged. Zooming in and using phase rulers with six 
partitions makes the offending cylinder clear. There 
was no response from the pulse sensor when the 
cylinder four fuel injector was fired. 

The owner of the 4-Runner decided to replace all six 
injectors due to the high mileage. After the injectors 
were replaced with new O-rings and plenum gaskets 
the codes were cleared and the hot soak condition 
was recreated once more. This time the SUV started 
after sitting for 15 minutes and didn’t misfire at all. 

While the external vacuum-controlled fuel pressure 
regulator is a thing of the past on most vehicles,  
this technique can still be used. On traditional multi-
port fuel injected engines, a pressure transducer 
installed on the fuel line will show the pressure 
drop as each injector is fired. This method is more 
accurate as well, since it is the actual fuel pressure 
that is being measured. 

For gasoline direct injected engines the fuel pressure 
is much too high for transducers, but the fuel rail 
pressure sensor signal can yield possibilities for 
testing. It would be best to practice these techniques 
on properly running engines first and be sure to use 
an oscilloscope with a high sample rate and zoom 
functions to capture as much detail as possible. 

A Slippery Tacoma
What do a slipping transmission and a shade tree 
mechanic have in common? Read on to find out.

A silver Tacoma PreRunner came in the shop on a 
quiet Wednesday morning. The owner described the 
symptoms of a slipping transmission to the service 
manager and said he had hooked up his code reader 
and there were some transmission codes stored. 
Diagnostic time was approved, and the truck was 
dispatched to a technician who was more than happy 
to stop cleaning his tools and get to work. 

After reading through the work order the tech was 
surprised that this Tacoma would have a problem with 
the transmission as the mileage was relatively low. He 
had several customers with Tacomas with over 300K 
miles who still had no transmission issues. The facts 
didn’t lie though, the trans was slipping and there 
were three fault codes related to shift and pressure 
control solenoids stored in the ECM. 

There was a P0751 Shift Solenoid A Stuck Off, a 
P0776 Pressure Control Solenoid B Stuck Off and 
a P2714 Pressure Control Solenoid D Stuck Off. All 
these codes were similar in that they point to a 
mechanical issue with a solenoid, the valve body or 
the transmission itself. 

Injector Waveform Zoom
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With the road 
test complete and 
the symptoms 
confirmed, the 
technician pulled 
into the service 
bay and lifted 
the truck up to 
the top lock on 
the rack. With 
flashlight in hand, 
he inspected for 
leaks or damage 
but found none. 
Everything looked 
factory fresh. 
Next the tech 
removed the 
overflow plug 
from the bottom 
of the trans pan 
to get an idea of 
the fluid level, but 
none came out. 

Somewhat 
puzzled, he 
started to lower 
the truck back 
down when 

2005 Tacoma 
1GR-FE

Expand >>

Sort

TIS Search

Print

Close

Tire Pressure/Threshold Value [psi(gauge)]
Sensor 1: 35.5 / N/A Sensor 2: 34.8 / N/A
Sensor 3:  35.2 / N/A Sensor 4:  36.3 / N/A
Sensor 5: N/A / N/A

Health Check Results
-Health Check does not display live data.
-Changes in vehicle condition will not update automatically.
-To update Health Check, click the Refresh button on the bottom of the Health Check screen.

Enhanced Generic

System Monitor Status DTC Curr Conf Pend Hist Test Failed Calibration Update

Engine and ECT Com

P0751 X X X

P0776 X X X

P2714 X X X

SRS Airbag -

Cruise Control -

ABS/VSC/TRAC -

Tire Pressure Monitor -

Occupant Detection -

Health Report with Transmission Faults

MODEL ENGINE DRIVE-
LINE TRANS/TYPE

ATF TEMPERATURE RANGE °F (°C)

2008 2007 2006 2005 2004

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX

4Runner

1GR-FE
2WD A750E

5AT 97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

- -

4WD A750F - -

2UZ-FE
2WD A750E 97° 

(36°)
115° 
(46°)4WD A750F

Avalon 2GR-FE 2WD U660E 6AT 104° 
(40°)

113° 
(45°) - - - - - - - -

Camry 2GR-FE 2WD U660E 6AT 104° 
(40°)

113° 
(45°)

104° 
(40°)

113° 
(45°) - - - - - -

FJ 
Cruiser 1GR-FE

2WD A750E
5AT 97° 

(36°)
115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

- - - - - -

4WD A750F - - - - - -

Land 
Cruiser

2UZ-FE
4WD

A750F 5AT - - 97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°) - -

3UR-FE AB60F 6AT 109° 
(43°)

118° 
(48°) - - - - - - - -

Sequoia

2UZ-FE
2WD A750E

5AT 97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

- -

4WD A750F - -

3UR-FE
2WD AB60E

6AT 99° 
(37°)

111° 
(44°)

- - - - - - - -

4WD AB60F - - - - - - - -

Tacoma 1GR-FE
2WD A750E

5AT 97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

- -

4WD A750F - -

Tundra

1FR-FE
2WD A750E

5AT 97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

97° 
(36°)

115° 
(46°)

- -

2UZ-FE
- -

4WD A750F - -

3UR-FE
2WD AB60E

6AT 99° 
(37°)

111° 
(44°)

115° 
(46°)

133° 
(56°)

- - - - - -

4WD AB60F - - - - - -

Transmission Fluid Temp Chart
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something caught his eye, a clean new oil filter. With 
a theory beginning to form, the truck was lowered all 
the way to the ground. Checking the oil level providing 
more validation to the technician’s hypothesis. The oil 
level was significantly overfull, but it did not look like it 
had been recently changed.

The owner hadn’t mentioned anything about a 
recent oil service, but during a follow up phone call 
he reluctantly admitted to changing his own oil right 
before the symptoms started. After being informed 
he had actually drained the transmission fluid and 
then overfilled the engine with oil he was quite 
embarrassed. 

In the end the oil was drained and the correct amount 
added, and the transmission was refilled following the 
service procedure. With the truck lifted on the hoist 
the engine was run until the desired transmission 
fluid temperature was reached, and then the OE fluid 
was added to the refill plug until it dripped out of the 
overflow plug. 

Toyota has released a service bulletin (T-SB-0129-08) 
with auto, truck and SUV temperature ranges which 
applied to this Tacoma. 

With both fluid levels corrected and transmission 
faults cleared, the truck was taken out for a final drive. 
The shifting was normal, and no warning lights had 
returned. The owner had dodged a bullet on this oil 
service gone wrong, learned a few lessons and got his 
transmission fluid changed as well.

Often, pausing to reflect for a few moments during a 
diagnosis can prevent getting off track and save time 
in the end. Toyota refers to this reflection time with 
the Japanese word Hansei. Hansei is a key part of The 
Toyota Way: Toyota’s set of principles that guide their 
manufacturing and business operations. 

Toyota uses Hansei at key points throughout the 
vehicle design process and at the end of any project 
to reflect on how things went and to improve the 
process for the future. This can be a valuable tool for 
technicians as well. Pausing to reflect at several points 
during a diagnosis can bring clarity to the overall 
picture of what is wrong with a vehicle. 

Not all diagnostic jobs can be 15-minute victories but 
staying true to the process and reflecting on what was 
learned and mistakes that were made along the way 
will put the odds in favor of any technician.
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CAUTION: Vehicle servicing performed by untrained 
persons could result in serious injury to those 
persons or others. Information contained in this 
publication is intended for use by trained, professional 
auto repair technicians ONLY. This information is 
provided to inform these technicians of conditions 
which may occur in some vehicles or to provide 
information which may assist them in proper servicing 
of these vehicles. Properly trained technicians have 
the equipment, tools, safety instructions, and know-
how to perform repairs correctly and safely. If a 
condition is described, DO NOT assume that a topic 
covered in these pages automatically applies to your 
vehicle or that your vehicle has that condition.
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